
I will save you 
 

Once there was the universe, in the universe was the 

Earth, on the Earth was the continent and on this 

continent was a kingdom. There a beautiful princess 

Lea with his parents lived there. Her best friend was 

a boy from a neighbouring house. And although he was 

very poor, princess Lea liked him very much. The 

worst was a aristocrat from the neighbouring kingdom. He was very 

bad and wanted the princess just for her money. But nobody knew 

about it. One beautiful sunny day robbers attacked the palace. And 

when the king refused to give them the gold from the royal treasury, 

they kidnapped the princess and they run away. Next two days 

nobody knew where princess Lea is. Where is she? Where thieves 

kidnapped her? Felix, poor boy from a neighbouring house, decided to 

look for the princess. As he traveled around the world, he found the 

cave from which he heard screaming and crying. He ran into the cave 

and found a message "Solve out three tasks, and save the princess!" 

The first task was: Calculate the surface of the block with 

dimensions of 2 m, 1,5 m and 1 m. The second task was this: Calculate 

1/3 of 10002, what it is 1/3 of population the whole kingdom. A third 

task was this: How many liters of air is in this room, that is designed 

as cube with side 3m. Felix done it very well. All three tasks solved 

out quickly and correctly. Rescued the princess and they came back 

home. But on their journey home unpleasant surprise waited them – 

they met bad aristocrat and his army. Felix was captured and 

aristocrat took the princess. When they came to the king, the 

aristocrat said, "I saved the princess myself. You should agree with 

our mariage". And the king agreed. Aristocrat forbade the princess 

to tell the truth, because otherwise he will kill Felix. One day the 

princess said all to her maid. Gossipy maid didn´t wait and quickly ran 

to the king. Angry king banished aristocrat from the kingdom and 

rescued Felix. Princess Lea and Felix got married and lived happily 

ever.... Probably a long time, because they both very good at Maths.  


